ABSTRACTION

Feni aulia rahman (12172229), the design of get card information system of a child (KIA) on DISDUKCAPIL kabupaten purwakarta

Of population and civil registration kabupaten purwakarta agencies engaged in population the of services. In handles data requirements, get card system to are still in the form of bookkeeping so recording, less organized and prepare reports and often occurs some errors at the data processing an applicant. On the writer to produce some the designed a design get card information system to ease of the population and civil registration kabupaten purwakarta. Information system design get card son made using software prototype method of development, using language php web programming to the dynamic, on support with mysql and database editor luhur text as a text. Design produced information system capable of handling some among others: the evidence entreaty, print e-kia card, print report. To the system computerized it is hoped that make work admin making mch be effective and efficient
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